
SATIN GUARD HP
2K POLYURETHANE TOPCOAT

TZ0303/00    Clear
TZ0303/13    White

ULTRA LOW GLOSS

ANTI-FINGERPRINT

SMOOTH & SATIN TOUCH

SUPERB MECHANICAL & 
CHEMICAL RESISTANCE

EFFORTLESSLY 
REPAIRABLE & 

CLEANABLE SURFACE
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Technical Service: Ph. +39 051 770770 - Fax +39 051 770521 customerservice@sayerlack.com

Sherwin-Williams Italy S.r.l.
Via del Fiffo 12 - 40065 Pianoro (BO) - Italia
Tel. +39 051 770511 - Fax +39 051 777437
info@sayerlack.it - www.sayerlack.it

Sayerlack is a brand of The Sherwin Williams Company

SATIN GUARD - POLYURETHANE SB TOPCOAT
TZ0303/00 Clear - TZ0303/13 White

The innovative High Performances solvent-borne ultra matt finishing, designed for the furniture, furnishing accessories 
and kitchen sectors.

Satin Guard HP is the perfect choice for customers seeking high chemical performance, mechanical resistance, and 
excellent hiding power.
2k Special Polyurethane formulation with high chemical performances and physical resistances. The surface finish 
durability is guaranteed by its unique properties, allowing effortless cleaning and the removal of superficial scratches. 
With very good self-reparability performance, Satin Guard HP offers a long-lasting, high-quality finish that is both 
beautiful and functional.

Alternative to latest technologies as excimer and plastic-foils, with the advantage of not directional spray application, 
good for every surface, even tridimensional. Without any need of additional investments or machinery. It can be applied 
on any kind of solvent basecoat or directly on sanded melammine paper. Very good adhesion and hiding power in a 
single layer (120 g/m², spray).

Fully compatible with our tinting- system, ensuring unlimited colour matching and customization using limited quantity 
of standard solvent borne pastes (< 10%).

Substrate preparation.
The substrates can be prepared with PU primers of the desired colour, for TZ0303/00. Use standard PU/PE primers for 
TZ0303/13. The product can be pigmented with TP2009/XX pastes, at a percentage between 5-10% by weight.

TECHNICAL FEATURES

PRODUCT GLOSS CODE TYPE COVERAGE DRYING
CONDITIONS

DRYING
TIME

SATIN
GUARD HP 2 +/- 1

TZ0303/00 Clear 100-150
g/m²

100 g/m²
Room temperature 20°C

Touch dry 2-4h

Through dry 24h

TZ0303/13 White 120-170
g/m²

120 g/m²
Room temperature 20°C

Touch dry 3-4h

Through dry 36h

Please refer to official products TDS (Technical Data sheets) for additional information and application suggestions.


